Finding your way around Cambridge

Student 1

So most of my journeys are done by bike. Uh it took me about two days just to get used to the getting in and out of Cambridge and getting around all the different departments and faculties. Um and that’s really what you should expect, it’s not a particularly difficult city to get around whether you’ve got a bike, or just walking, or taking the bus as a few of my friends do.

Student 2

I think Cambridge itself is, it’s not as mystical as people think it is and it’s just really just a normal place that just more hectic than most places you’ll ever go to.

Student 3

Google maps was used a lot but I think cos Cambridge is so sort of, most things are very central, unless you’re having supervisions at sort of quite a faraway college, you’ll be fine. Um also most, I say, I don’t really know, cos my college works, most supervisions are in college but I know with some subjects like engineering and economics, you can have different supervisors in different colleges. With my subject, all my lectures are in one place, but I know that with other subjects like HSPS, I think Economics are to a certain extent are split between campuses so it helps when planning your timetable to put in the location.